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Is surgery always the standard?

1- Is surgery always the standard?
   Why?
   When?

2- Surgery without MRI?

3- Are other diagnostic images needed?
Alternatives in radiation treatments

1- 3D: 4-pelvic fields/conformational + Conformational boost

2- Pelvic 4-pelvic fields/conformational + IMRT boost

3- Pelvic IMRT + IMRT boost (consecutive/integrated)

3- IMRT + Brachy Boost

4- IMRT + other kinds of prostate boost.....
IMRT for every RT patient?

100 CANCER PATIENTS TREATED WITH RT
50 TREATED WITH PALLIATIVE INTENT
20 – 30 “CONVENTIONAL” TREATMENT GOOD ENOUGH

30 – 20 % of all RT patients pool can be justifiably treated with IMRT
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